FRENCH INDO-CHINA
towards colonials and natives as mere consumers, who must become
the exclusive clients of France. The Algerian experiment, along the
lines of economic assimilation, was deemed so satisfactory that It could
be applied universally, on the principle that what was good for one
colony must be just as excellent for another. Contemporary opinion
was so unanimously protectionist that the law was voted by the
Chamber without any discussion.
French products were now free to enter Indo-China without duty,
whereas that colony's products were only awarded a tariff reduction
upon entering France. In other words, the colony was wholly French,
when a purchaser, and half foreign when trying to sell. Foreign goods
having paid duty upon entering France could be exported with free
entry to the colonies, but the foreign goods which had already defrayed
colonial duties had to pay the full French tariff if re-exported to the
M^tropole. The obvious unfairness of this situation showed Parlia-
ment's sole preoccupation with bettering its own finances, and its total
disregard of the effect on colonial welfare. Of course, there was always
the exceptions list, supposed to temper the absolute quality of the
French tariff, but many exceptions requests were either ignored or
refused by Paris. In twenty years that list was revised only eight times.
What modifications occurred were realized on Oriental goods, which
the Annainltes found Indispensable, and those changes were only due
to the persistence of the colony's Chambers of Commerce and the
eroaraatc importance of Indo-Chlna.
Colonial agitation gradually took the form of demanding a tariff
for Indo-Gana. At the Marseille Congress of 1906 this
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